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one. And again, 'Even those who have forsaken their
homes and the many beauties they have long enjoyed, who
have subdued the five senses, and have tortured the body—
though they gain Svarga as their sweet abode, if they 'are
without him, they will return. Draw near the feet of the
Lord who has the bird (Garuda) as his standard: then
there is no return.'*
The Tirumruttam of Namrnalvar is said to contain the
quintessence of the Rig Veda. In form it is a poem of one
hundred four-line stanzas, in which the Alvar expresses the
longing of his soul for union with God, under the figure of
the love of a maid for a man. The persons of the poem
are not consistently maintained. In general the (lord'
represents the god Vishnu, and the Alvar pictures his
own yearning as that of the mistress for her absent lover,
with his attendant devotees playing the part of the confiden-
tial maid, and sometimes of the foster-mother go-between.
In some stanzas, however, the parts are changed, and the
Alvar's longings find expression in the words of the lover
speaking of his mistress. There is no consecutive action in
the poem, and no progress of thought; but we must imagine
the lover as coming and going in the intervals of the verse.
Sometimes the poet seems almost to forget his figure, and to
speak in his own person (e.g., stanza 48). The language of
the original is close-packed and frequently obscure and
ambiguous. An attempt has been made to provide a running
analysis, and some hints as to the esoteric meaning; but
nothing can make it easy reading. The Tamil student
himself requires pages of commentary on each stanza.
The note of the Tiruviruttam is one of almost unrelieved
yearning for God, that is at first sight difficult to reconcile
with the doctrine of His grace. In the Bhagavata Purana
(Book x, chapter 32) Krishna justifies this, in words which
may be taken as a commentary on this poem: * I do not
attach myself to those who are devoted to me, in order to
make their devotion to me the more intense/ And again,
' In order to intensify your affection for me I disappear,
forsaking you who have for my sake renounced your sense
of right and wrong, your relatives and your duty.'
1 Tiruvaymoli iv, 1: 9.

